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"Imagine the NBA if every state had different-sized courts, different referees and rules, and no
coordinated schedule."[1] That colorable analogy by racing enthusiast, H. Robb Levinsky, sums up
the present pitfall in the horse racing industry. Currently there is no central governing body
responsible for providing uniformity throughout the sport.[2] Instead, rules and regulations vary
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from state to state, which has been a profound reason for the sport's demise.[3] Levinsky urges that
the main reason the sport has failed to generate significant media attention is because there is not a
consistent product to follow.[4] 
 
So how does this billion dollar industry bolster its declining product?[5] This issue is not foreign to
congressional consideration. In 2008, a congressional hearing directly focused on the state of
thoroughbred racing.[6] The meeting generated potential solutions to remedy this fractured
industry, but nothing ended up coming to fruition.[7] Interested parties have suggested that horse
racing adopt the commissioner approach which has been lucratively implemented by the National
Football League, National Basketball Association, and Major League Baseball.[8] However, this
desire has been met with opposition from parties that wish to continue the current practice of
individual state operation.[9] Further, opponents of the commissioner approach assert that the
industry is in such poor shape that it has no way of successfully reforming.[10] 
 
Betting totals in horse racing took a three billion dollar hit from 2007 to 2010.[11] Horse racing is
immersed with issues relating to gambling competition, lack of media exposure, drug problems, and
overall poor public perception.[12] The remedy to those problems appears clear. Boxing and horse
racing are the only two sports in this country that have no central governing body, and, oddly
enough, they are both in the worst shape.[13] With that being said, for this industry to emerge from
the depths of rapid decline, Congress needs to push for a bill requiring the creation of a national
horse racing commission, similar to what is already in place in the NBA, NFL, and MLB. Since
horse racing has failed to put greed to the side, if this industry has any hopes of resurgence, Congress
needs to step in and create a governing body to uniformly address the problems festering in horse
racing, before it is too late. 
_______________________ 
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